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Discussion on Depot and Charging Management for Electric
Buses

Ensuring daily operations, meeting growing passenger demands on quality and reducing costs – these are
the challenges transport companies face, every single day. Fulfilling these requirements begins at the
depots, where buses are prepared for daily operation, cleaned, refuelled, maintained and repaired.

The ‘Discussion on Depot and Charging Management for Electric Buses’ webinar will see Mr Eric Nöh,
Head of Sales Public Transport, PSI Transcom GmbH, Germany throw light on related topics and offer key
takeaways. This 60-minute session will include a speaker presentation followed by Q&A.

Topics that will be discussed include:

A depot management system that saves operating costs for all types of bus fleets.

Software being independent from hardware suppliers.

How an integrated depot and charging management system helps to better utilize the fleet.

Integrating the grid supplier to ensures future and modern grid management.

About Eric Nöh

Eric is the sales manager at the Berlin-based PSI Transcom GmbH, that supplies control technology
solutions for public transport. Eric studied industrial engineering at TU Berlin after which he worked for

https://thecityfixlearn.org/


GSP Sprachtechnologie GmbH, DB Fahrzeuginstandhaltung GmbH and Axtone GmbH as sales manager
and key account manager for the international railroad and public transport market. Since October 2017
he has been responsible for international sales of AVMS and depot management systems at PSI Transcom
GmbH.
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EV Connect

New developments in electric mobility are often difficult to keep pace with. These are reported through
multiple media channels and are hard to track. This newsletter seeks to bring together several of these
developments into one accessible document.
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